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Living insects become ‘eyes’ for robots
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A

bout five years ago, a bizarre
idea occurred to me. Atthe
time,Iwasdesigningcomplex
electroniccircuitstomimicasmall
portionofaninsectbrain.These
circuitswouldbecreatedonatiny
computerchip,buttheprototyping
costswouldbeinthetensofthousandsofdollars.Despitehavinga
brainwith10,000timesfewerneuronsthanourown,insectshaveremarkableflightcapabilitiesand
havealottoteachpeopleabout
buildingflyingrobots.
I had to wonder: Was it worth all
the trouble and expense just to
mimic a small slice of an insect
brain? Why couldn’t I just use a real
insect brain? Surely insect brains
were cheaper than manufacturing
custom integrated circuits!
Since that time, my students
and I have been interfacing the living brains of insects to robots.
We started by using a moth because its brain is larger than that of
many insects. The focus of my
laboratory is on vision, so we
tapped into neurons that carry information about objects moving
in front of the moth.
In our first insect-robot interfacing experiment (dubbed the
“robo-moth”), we had moderate
success in making an autonomous robot turn to face objects moving in front of it. The
limitation was our ability to continue recording from one particular neuron while the robot
moved, which required precise
electrode placement.
In the current iteration of this
project (“robo-dragonfly?”), we
are interfacing the vision system
of a dragonfly to a new robot.
When hunting small targets, dragonflies move almost faster than
our eyes can see.
This time, instead of going into
the brain, we are tapping into the
“spinal cord” of the insect. Because of this, precise electrode
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ABOVE: Graduate
student Peter Hall
puts an electrode
in a dragonfly
brain.
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placement is not necessary and we
will be able to record for long periods. We are tapping into cells that
report the movement of small objects in front of the dragonfly and
expect our robot to be able to track

LEFT: A dragonfly is

fixed to a magnetic
stand in preparation for recording
from the insect’s
brain.

small moving targets using the
dragonfly’s visual system.
Beyondvisualsensors,where
mightthislineofresearchtakeus?
Moderncomputingsystemshave
theirstrengthsandweaknesses.The

averagehumaniscompletelyunable
tocompetewithacommondesktop
computerinmultiplyinglargenumbers,forexample.However,the
fastestsupercomputerontheplanet
willhavetroublematchingahuman

childatfacerecognition.Soyou
mightsaythatconventionalcomputingand“brain”computinghave
complementarystrengths.Sowhy
notengineerasystemwiththebest
ofbothworlds?
In the long term, I imagine hybrid computers that contain both
conventional electronics and genetically engineered biological
neural networks that work together to make “intelligent” computing systems. Despite decades of
improvement in computing and
some really remarkable reductions
in size, computers today are still
pretty dumb.
Might combining computers
with biology allow us to extend
computing beyond its current
limitations, and in combination
with robotics, create artificially
intelligent beings? I hope so, but
only time will tell.

